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QUALITY

WE ARE COMPLEX
Complex is a highly experienced construction company, specialising in technical
infrastructure projects that sit outside the comfort zone of typical contractors.
We deliver award winning construction projects across the built environment.
Our capabilities include:

CIVIL
Bridges
Roads
Dams

BUILDING
Construction
Refurbishment
Strengthening

ENGINEERING
Consultation

ASSET MANAGEMENT
Dams

Design development
Partnership

Roads
Stormwater

EMERGENCY SERVICES REMEDIATION
24/7 emergency response
Carbon fibre
Crack injection-Grouting-Coating
Backed by a team of dynamic and energetic staff, we provide unparalleled service
and innovative construction solutions to government and non-government
infrastructure providers.
Our company values and diverse skill set are the defining attributes that set
us apart from our peers.

COMPLEX TEAM
The foundation of our success is our people.
At the backbone of Complex is a highly effective, hands-on and diverse team. We
carry a wealth of experience and the capabilities to deliver outstanding projects.
With each project we deliver, we offer a unique opportunity for personnel to develop
in a challenging, supportive and safe environment, producing and retaining a highly
skilled unit that keeps us at the forefront of construction excellence.
To join our team, please contact 1300 048 854.

COMPLEX HISTORY
Complex Co’s roots were first set in 1984, in response to increased demand for skilled
infrastructure providers in the ACT. From the outset, the goal was to build a company that
entrenched the values of innovation, safety and quality into all aspects of the workplace.
These values quickly earned the business an exceptional reputation, expanding the
project catalogue and pushing Complex Co into the national market.
Throughout the years the company has steadily and sustainably grown, taking on
larger and more technical projects. From its initial conception to the present day,
Complex Co has remained focused on our goals and continues to set the benchmark
in the construction industry.

FEATURE PROJECTS

NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY STAGE 2
SUMMARY
A decade after construction of the National Portrait Gallery, the basement waterproof membrane showed
signs of failure, threatening the integrity of the building and valuable artworks. To remediate the issue, a
new waterproof membrane was proposed to be installed over two stages. Following the successful delivery
of Stage 1 Investigation Works, Complex Co was awarded the Stage 2 Major Works contract. The second
stage of works included replacement of the failed waterproof membrane at the podium and entrance,
structural concrete remediation, replacement of window units and replacement of timber floor and subfloors
throughout the galleries.
Installation of the replacement waterproofing membrane required demolition and reinstatement of all
exterior architectural toppings. To mitigate against the risk of potential damage to the new membrane
during reinstatement works, the team developed an innovative “permanent floating aluminium formwork”
system, which simplified construction and features in defining the contrast of polished concrete toppings
throughout the podium. Other key features of the project included – complex artwork lifts, balustrade
replacements, mobile display wall construction and architectural lighting.

FEATURES
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Extensive detailed demolition of both interior and
exterior elements
Strengthening of deflected architectural concrete slabs
Detailed non-destructive engineering assessments
Technical waterproofing and flood testing
Technical crane lifts, including sculpture rigging
Design and construct movable artwork display walls
Reconstruction of detailed polished concrete
Reconstruction of structural subfloor elements

»
»
»
»
»
»

Installation of Tasmanian blue gum timber flooring
Detailed marble stonemasonry
Installation of oversized double-glazed units
In house concrete maturity testing
Stringent air quality monitoring
Detailed landscaping works

SCRIVENER DAM ANCHOR BOLT REMEDIATION
SUMMARY
Scrivener Dam, impounds the Molonglo River to form Canberra’s iconic Lake Burley Griffin. The lake
constitutes one of Canberra’s key landscape features in accordance with Walter Burley Griffin’s vision
for the city. Construction of the dam commenced in 1960 and was completed in 1964. During the dams
2011 annual safety and surveillance inspection, corrosion to the original anchor bolts was discovered,
resulting in a proposal to install new anchorage to each of the gate hinges.
The Scrivener Dam Anchor Bolt Remediation project involved the replacement of 120 gate hinge anchor
bolts across the Dam’s overflow ‘fish-belly’ flap gates with 60 modern equivalents. The new 6m anchors
were installed to 0mm in 3000mm straightness and 1mm in 500mm direction/alignment tolerance.
Core drilling operations were particularly complex due to overhead constraints in the work areas. Each
core barrel required splicing in 1.2m lengths, introducing a weakness into the core barrel with potential
to affect straightness and alignment. The project was delivered on time and significantly below initial
budget expectations.

FEATURES
»

»
»
»

Significant temporary works design,
fabrication and installation, including;
cantilevered upstream walkway, custom davit arms,
downstream working platforms and trolleys
Safety management whilst working on an
operational dam
Environmental management, including facilitation of
fish movements
Innovative waste water recycling system

»
»
»
»
»
»

Lead paint removal
Complex core drilling to fine tolerances
Match fit bolt box steel fabrication
High strength epoxy grouting
Post tensioning
OFSC safety audit

JOHN GORTON BUILDING CARPARK UPGRADES
SUMMARY
The John Gorton Building is located in Parkes, ACT, accommodating staff from two prominent Government
Departments. The building was originally constructed in 1956 and has recently received significant
restoration and upgrades to preserve its heritage values. In 2015 Complex Co was engaged to deliver the
John Gorton Building Carpark Upgrade project. The original scope of works included demolition of the
existing carpark and construction of a new carpark with hard and soft landscaping features.
During construction, additional works to refurbish the main building entrance, strengthen existing
lightwells and waterproof the basement office area were incorporated into the project. Construction
featured; carbon fibre strengthening, concrete capped “Wolfin” waterproof membrane installation, granite
segmental paving, exposed aggregate paving with inlayed corten steel, LED lighting, bespoke timber/
concrete street furnishings, stormwater harvesting tree pits and significant landscape plantings. The works
were completed without any major safety, environmental or quality non-conformances and featured as a
finalist in the 2018 CCF and MBA awards.

FEATURES
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Vaulted tree pits
Heritage building protection
Liaison with significant stakeholders
Restricted loading over basement areas
Granite segmental paving
Flexible pavement
Signage and line marking
TTM in highly trafficked areas
Exposed aggregate rigid pavement
Advanced street tree planting
LED overhead and up-lighting

»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Stormwater pits and pipes
Irrigation (design and construct)
Gas main relocation
Coordination with external subcontractors
Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymer
concrete strengthening
Basement waterproofing
High end street furnishings

BLAXLANDS CROSSING BRIDGE
SUMMARY
Blaxland Crossing Bridge is a five span prestressed concrete bridge spanning the Nepean River in
Wallacia, NSW. To increase vehicle loading capacity, a design to extend the bearing supports on new
concrete pier headstocks was proposed. Complex Co submitted an alternative ‘design and construct’
tender for the works, proposing innovative steel brackets in place of the in-situ concrete headstocks.
The alternative was accepted by the client and highly commended for its innovative approach and
practicality. LIDAR and 3D survey technology was utilised to model the existing bridge and design and
fabricate the 2 tonne steel brackets around the existing unique ‘twisted’ blade piers.
Access to each pier for installation of the brackets was provided by Complex Co scaffold platforms
and walkways, suspended from the existing girders and braced from the piers without any major
fixings to the bridge structure. The works also included construction of a temporary DN250 watermain
and DN225 sewer main, installed to mitigate against the risk of damage to the permanent services
during bridge jacking operations.

FEATURES
»
»
»
»
»
»

Working over water in flood prone waterway
downstream from Warragamba Dam
Bespoke steel headstock bearing support bracket
design, fabrication and installation
3D survey of existing bridge
Complex access scaffold
Hydraulic bridge jacking
Bearing replacement

»
»
»
»
»

Detailed lift plans & temporary support
Custom bracket lifting/installation equipment
Installation and stressing of stress bars
Construction and commissioning of temporary water
and sewer services
Lane closures and full road closures during jacking
operations

NORTHBOURNE AVENUE SYDNEY AND MELBOURNE BUILDINGS
SUMMARY
Located on Northbourne Avenue, the Sydney and Melbourne Buildings form the gateway to the Canberra
City precinct. Their stretching collonades are lined with restaurants, retail shops and bars, rich in history
and heritage value. In a bid to revitalise and improve access in the area, funding was allocated to upgrade
and extend the verges, providing additional space for retailers, cyclists and pedestrians. Key elements of
the project included; reclaiming of a section of road verge, removal of stepped thresholds at the building
colonnades, upgrade of stormwater infrastructure, construction of vaulted tree pits, planting of mature
street trees, high end granite paving, architectural street furnishings, raised cycle lanes, LED feature
lighting and traffic signal upgrades.
Working in close proximity to the heritage listed buildings and local businesses proved a challenging
aspect of the project. Complex worked tirelessly to manage these elements, performing much of the works
out of hours and using small capacity plant to reduce noise and vibration. The project was completed
without any major safety, quality or environmental incidents, and has received overwhelming positive
feedback from all major stakeholders.

FEATURES
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Critical construction timeframes
Heritage building protection
Noise and vibration monitoring
Liaison with local business
Coordination with Light Rail construction
TTM in highly trafficked areas
Dense existing services
Granite segmental pavement
Vaulted tree pits
Advanced street tree planting
Landscape planting

»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Flexible pavement
Signage and line marking
LED overhead and up-lighting
Traffic signals
Stormwater pits and pipes
Irrigation (design and construct)
High end street furnishings

SMITHS ROAD BRIDGE
SUMMARY
Smiths Road Bridge over the Gudgenby River fell victim to flooding in December 2010, collapsing one
pier and 2 spans of the structure and isolating the local community. Complex Co was engaged to construct
a replacement 32m single span bridge in a new alignment over the river. Due to load limits imposed on
surrounding bridges, heavy vehicle access was extremely restricted, requiring the post tensioned girders to
be cast on site and placed into position using a complex dual crane lift operation. The lifting methodology
was modelled in 3D to analyse the procedure and coordinate on site processes to the construction team.
The scope of works included removal of sections of the collapsed bridge from the river bed and
dismantling of a Bailey Bridge, setup as temporary access for local traffic. Approach road pavements and
geometry were upgraded during the project and significant scour protection added to protect river banks.
Located upstream of the Murrumbidgee River drinking water catchment, protection of the waterway was
critical during construction. Complex Co implemented a number of innovative controls and monitoring
systems to ensure protection of the waterway, including filling of sandbag cofferdams with on-site sand
won from excavations at the new abutments.

FEATURES
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Working within a drinking water catchment
Alternative tender bridge design proposal
Challenging environmental conditions (inc. facilitating
wombat relocation)
Working in remote location
32 metre cast on-site girders
Complex dual crane lift operations
Piling and mass fill concrete footings
RMS B80 spec concrete placement

»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Post tensioning
Road closures and detours
Complex staging
Coffer dam construction and dewatering
Liaison with multiple stakeholders
Rock scour protection
Demolition of existing collapsed bridge
Removal of temporary bailey bridge

FEDERAL HIGHWAY AND OLD WELL STATION ROAD
INTERSECTION SIGNALISATION UPGRADE

SUMMARY
The Federal Highway is a major arterial motorway servicing the majority of traffic between ACT and Sydney.
The highway previously linked with the minor collective route of Old Well Station Road in an
un-signalised four-way intersection, servicing residents of an adjacent apartment block and heavy vehicles,
buses and cars accessing Mitchell, Canberra Park Resort and EPIC. To improve safety and facilitate future
development, signalisation was introduced and the geometry of Old Well Station Road changed.
Complex Co was awarded the project in March 2018. The works included extension of the Federal Highway
turning lanes, central traffic islands, road widening, stormwater culverts extension, watermain realignment
and reconstruction of 200 metres of Old Well Station Road. Management of the adjustment and realignment
of several existing services, and working in areas of dense existing services, including HV electrical and
a 450mm gas main was a challenging aspect of the project. The works were completed in the expected
timeframe and met high regard from the client and Principals Authorised Person.

FEATURES
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Complex construction staging
OFSC and Active Certification Audits
Management of discrete work areas
Complex traffic management
Road closures and detours
Liaison with multiple stakeholders
Traffic signalisation
Street lighting
Road widening
Multiple pavement profiles
Dense existing services

»
»
»
»
»
»

Rigid pavements
New and modified stormwater
Watermain realignment
Service provider engagement
Road signs and pavement marking
Landscape tree planting

DSS35 & DSS36
SUMMARY
DSS (Deep Space Station) 35 & 36 Beam Waveguide Antenna’s are new additions to NASA’s Canberra’s
Deep Space Communications Complex at Tidbinbilla. The station provides resources for communication
with existing deep space exploration missions and planned future missions.
Complex Co was engaged to provide external site servicing facilities for the space station. Construction
works included bulk excavation, explosive blasting, underground services (inc. nitrogen, stormwater,
electrical, gas, water and communications), concrete service tunnels, multiple culvert crossings, flexible
pavements and structural steel works.
The concrete hardstand surrounding DSS35 featured a unique ‘night sky cooling’ system, used to dissipate
heat from electrical componentry via water filled lines cast into the concrete slab. Servicing works were
undertaken simultaneously with the antenna construction, requiring close coordination with CSIRO, NASA
and JPL. All works met high regard from the client and were completed without any safety, environmental
or qualify non-conformances.

FEATURES
»
»
»
»
»
»

Remote works with restricted
communications (no mobile usage on site)
Collaborative works with multiple external
subcontractors
Bulk and detailed earthworks up to
10m deep
Explosive rock blasting adjacent to highly
calibrated equipment
Bedrock ‘dental work’
Stormwater, water, nitrogen, electrical and
communication services

»
»
»
»
»
»
»

20m long x 3m deep cast on-site concrete
service trench
Transformer bunding
Building foundations and construction
Major concrete works
Major flexible pavement works
Structural steel works
Water storage tanks and water
recycling system

STRENGTHENING OF BRIDGES 5179 & 5128
SUMMARY
Strengthening of bridge 5179 and 5128 included fabrication and installation of welded steel beams at equal
spacing between the existing concrete I-girders. Each beam was spliced, bolted together in situ, laterally
restrained and mounted on fabricated steel bearing seating brackets. The project encompassed several
highly technical elements, including the complex task of positioning the 16 tonne welded steel beam
sections underneath the existing bridge structures.
Complex Co developed a bespoke trolley system to allow each beam section to be transversely positioned
into alignment, hydraulically jacked 2 metres, longitudinally shifted over the abutment shelf and bolted
together in position. The initial concept was developed at tender stage and brought to reality by the
highly skilled project delivery team, who added further functionality to the design by using the trolley as a
platform and catch deck during overhead grouting operations between the steel girder and existing deck.

FEATURES
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

»
Waterways works licence
»
Working in flood prone locations
Fabrication, supply and installation of steel girders,
bearing brackets and lateral restraints
GPR concrete scanning
Temporary works design for complex lifting operations
Complex scaffold access and load bearing requirements
Bridge jacking and bearing replacement
Working in a remote location

Complex overhead grout pumping operations
Crane lifting, lift studies and safety
management

BUNDA STREET SHAREWAY
SUMMARY
Bunda Street is a lively thoroughfare situated in the heart and hub of Canberra City. Lined with iconic
cafés, restaurants, bars and retail outlets the street divides many of the cities original buildings and new
developments. As part of the ACT Governments fourth and final stage of the Civic Cycle Loop project,
a bold design was selected to transform Bunda Street into a shared zone for pedestrians, vehicles and
cyclists. The project aimed to improve public amenity in the street, promote sustainable methods of
transport, increase commercial growth and provide a place to host community events and festivals. In late
2014 Complex Co was awarded the contract for the Bunda Street Shareway project.
The works were performed at intersections along Bunda Street between Mort Street and Akuna Street.
Construction featured; raised granite paving, corten steel deflector cells and bollards, street lighting,
pavement art, heelproof strip drains, service modifications and high end lighting. The project received
significant media attention and was awarded the 2016 CCF Award for Excellence in Civil Construction.

FEATURES
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Complex traffic management
Liaison with business owners
Reduced speed zone (20km/h)
Congested existing services
Raised granite paving thresholds
Sawcut oxide rigid pavements
Modified kerb types
Pedestrian, cyclist and disabled access
Street trees and native planting

»
»
»
»
»

Self-watering/bioretention garden beds
Stormwater upgrades and strip drains
Architectural street furniture
LED feature lighting
Pavement art

BRIDGE MAINTENANCE 2019–20
SUMMARY
The project involved the replacement of existing bridge joints and rectification of road pavements at arterial
road bridges within the ACT catchment. There were four locations in the core contract, located on; Parkes
Way, Tuggeranong Parkway, Mirrabei Drive and Isabella Drive. An additional six locations were added as a
variation to the contract on the basis of the time performance and quality of workmanship delivered during
the core works. A major component of works were the bridge joint and road pavement resurfacing at Parkes
Way east. The works were staged under multiple traffic management arrangements, delivered during offpeak lane closures and night time full road closure. Heavy duty road pavement was placed to depths of
165mm in corrective and wearing coursed to stringent conformance requirements.
Complex Co implemented a number of innovative safety initiatives during construction, fitting mobile
lasers to plant to signify exclusion zones during night works and providing workers with illuminated LED
Hi-vis clothing and hard hats. Complex completed the contract works 2 weeks in advance of the proposed
completion date, and all works without any major safety, quality or environmental non-conformances.

FEATURES
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Repair of bridge deck joints while
staying open to traffic
Milling and asphaltic sheeting
Deep lift asphalt
Waterproofing of bridge decks
RCBC headwall reconstruction
New bridge installations
Night works
Covid-19 operational safety

»
»

Stakeholder management
(EPA, RFS, ESA, Roads ACT)
Maintaining evacuation routes
during bushfires

COMPLEX AWARDS
2020 CCF Earth Awards
Bridge Maintenance 2019-2020 Program

Winner

2020 MBA Awards
Bridge Maintenance 2019-2020 Program

Judges Commendation

Master Builders Australia –
National Business Leadership Awards
Medium Civil Construction Company 2020

Winner

Master Builders Australia –
National Business Leadership Awards
Small Civil Construction Company 2019

Winner

2019 CCF Earth Awards
Blaxland Crossing Bridge Bearing Replacement

Winner

2019 CCF Earth Awards
Northbourne Avenue Verge Improvements

Winner

2019 MBA Awards
Northbourne Avenue Verge Improvements

Judges Commendation

2018 CCF Earth Awards
Strengthening of Bridge 5179

Winner

2018 MBA Awards
Strengthening of Bridge 5179

Winner

2017 CCF Earth Awards
Bridge 3161 Strengthening

National Winner

2017 MBA Awards
Bridge 3161 Strengthening

Winner

2016 CCF Earth Awards
Bunda Street Shareway

Winner

2015 CCF Earth Awards
Scrivener Dam Anchor Bolt Remediation

Winner

2015 MBA Awards
Scrivener Dam Anchor Bolt Remediation

Winner

2015 MBA Awards
Smiths Road Bridge

Judges Commendation

2010 CCF Earth Awards
Cohen St Pedestrian Bridge

Winner

2010 MBA Awards
Cohen St Pedestrian Bridge

Winner

COMPLEX ACCREDITATION
PREQUALIFICATION

F20
R3
B3

PROJECTS UP TO $20M

ROAD WORKS CATEGORY 3

BRIDGE WORKS CATEGORY 3

CERTIFICATION
OFFICE OF THE FEDERAL SAFETY COMMISSIONER
ISO 45001:2018

Occupational Health and Safety Management System

ISO 9001:2015

Quality Management System

ISO 14001:2015

Environmental System

:2015
:2015

OHS

COMPLEX

complexco.com.au
1300 048 854
info@complexco.com.au
Canberra (Head Office)
15 Baillieu Crt, MITCHELL ACT 2911, AUSTRALIA
PO Box 868, MITCHELL ACT 2911

Melbourne
805/220 Collins St, MELBOURNE VIC 3000

Sydney
903/50 Clarence St, SYDNEY NSW 2000

Brisbane
9A/204 Alice St, BRISBANE QLD 4000

